THE OFFICIAL RED BOOK® A Guide Book of United States Coins enters its 62nd year with no sign of slowing down! Americans nationwide look to this one-volume library to tell them how rare their coins are and how much they’re worth. Collectors rely on it for its full-color photographs and detailed technical data. The Red Book covers the history and values of colonial and early American coins, half cents through silver dollars and gold, commemoratives, Proof and Mint sets, errors, Civil War tokens, territorial gold, state quarters, Presidential dollars, and other U.S. coins, with practical essays on grading, investing, auctions, and more. Pricing for more than 6,000 individual coins More than 700 full color photographs Updated values, mintages, and auction records Expanded coverage of commemoratives, sets, and other coins New state quarters and Presidential dollars

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
I’ve been using this book and its previous editions for as long as I can remember. It is well written and the value guides make finding any coin easy to see. Whether you are a beginner collector and hobbyist, or a serious investor, this book seems to have the right balance for all. Jim Fargiano, author of The Spoken Words of Spirit: Lessons From The Other Side
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